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Title Duration Speaker

Introduction to research 1 hr Dr. Khmis Elessi

Common research designs 2 hr Dr. Khmis Elessi

Research proposal formulation 2 hr Dr. Abdelraouf A. Elmanama

Research ethics 1 hr Dr. Abdelraouf A. Elmanama

Citation and referencing 1 hr Dr. Adnan Al-Hindi

Data entry, cleaning and analysis 2hr Dr. Adnan Al-Hindi

How to critique a research article 1 hr Dr. Abdelraouf A. Elmanama

Evidence based medicine 1 hr Dr. Khmis Elessi



 To solve a problem
 To determine the extent of a problem
 To detect if there is a problem
 To gather data for proper planning
 To discover
 To test the efficiency of a common practice
 Etc….



 Field work and experience (observation)
 Conferences (recommendations)
 Literature review (reading leads to an un-answered

Questions
 Brain storming
 Research priorities by an authority (MOH)
 Out of curiosity
 Case study
 Others sources



 It is a personal plan (what I'm going to do)
 It is a requirement for funding
 It is a requirement for ethical approval
 It is required for evaluation by senior researchers
 It is required for peer evaluation

 It is for yourself (not planning is planning to fail)
 It is for others (you should satisfy the readers and

evaluators)



 Common components
 Can vary in format depending on receiving organization of

institution.
 A proposal is required to show your competence in doing

the research effectively.



 Title
 Background/clinical significance
 Research Question/Aim/Purpose/Objectives
 Methods
 Design
 Sample/Sample Size
 Setting
 Protocol
 Analysis plan

 Timeline
 Estimated budget



 Why is your study important? ال علم اال ما نفع 
 Describe the significance of the research question or

problem
 Answer the “so what?” question
 You need the “art of convincing”  Start general>>>>Specify
 The best approach is to focus on all dimensions of the

problem. (what, causes, contributing factors, effects, cost,
magnitude, etc.)



 What is the state of the science on this problem?
 Are there gaps in the literature?
 How will your study fill those gaps?
 Use recent literature (within the past 5 years).
 You can use older literature but focus on new (reviewers are

expecting that you are not repeating a work that is already done.
No specific style (just follow the rules of proper scientific writing
and proper citations)



 It describes what are you going to achieve. Be humble on what you write.
Write what you can achieve.

 Can be viewed as a research question or an aim or objective
 Examples:
 What is the impact of meditative music on agitation in hospitalized elders?
 The purpose of this study is to show the impact of meditative music on agitated

elders.



 This section of your proposal has multiple parts
 Design (Dr. Khamis lecture)
 Sample/Sample size (statistical calculation to represent)
 Setting (where and when)
 Protocol (should be referenced)
 Analysis Plan

 Detailed enough so that the reviewers could conduct the
study.
 Detailed plan not necessarily detailed techniques

procedures



 Describe your study design
 Design examples
 Prospective vs. Retrospective
 Descriptive
 Observation
 Intervention clinical trial
 Surveys, interviews, questionnaires
 Focus groups, field studies
 Others

 Example
 We plan a prospective randomized controlled trial of Radiotherapy vs,

chemotherapy



 Who are the study participants?
 Describe inclusion criteria
 Adult female inpatients with stage IV heart disease
 Who is excluded?
 Example: Patients who smokes



 How will participants be recruited?
 Convenience sample of nurses or patients
 Flyers in clinics or waiting rooms
 Advertisements
 Electronic Records search

 How many participants are needed?
 How will you justify the sample size?
 Do you have a comparison or control group?



 Describe the hospitals, units, clinics or labs where you plan
to conduct the study
 Do you have support from the clinic or unit to conduct the

study?
 Letters of support from site or unit
 Permissions
 Agreements



 What are you going to do to study participants?
 Detailed, step by step explanation
 Include how you will identify participants, obtain consent (my next lecture) , and

collect data
 If there is an intervention, describe it in detail.
 Will you use measurement tools? Describe the tools, including reliability and

validity and include a copy of the tools with your proposal
 Include the time frame for implementing the study



 Describe your analysis plan
 What statistical tests will you use? You

may include the analysis software
(SPSS, EPI info
 Be sure your statistics are appropriate

for your study design



 Describe how long it will take to do your study
 Provide timeline benchmarks
 Example:
 Months 1 – 3 Prepare study tools
 Months 4-10 Collect data
 Months 11-12 Analyze data
 There are several formats (the same principles)





Thank you


